
Chronological order (tentative) of the casualties inflicted upon Kashmir following 

the martyrdom of Burhan. 

July 9
th

: 

No of deaths: 15 

1. Amir Bashir khan-Verinag 

2. Saqib Manzoor Mir- khundroo, Achabal 

3. Aijaz Ahmad Thokur-Silligam Anantnag 

4. Mohammad Ashraf Dar – Halpora Kokernag 

5. Showkat Ahmad Mir – Hassanpora, Bijbehara 

6. Mohammad Safeer Bhat – Chrarigam, Pahalgam 

7. Bilal Ahmad Shah- Wagoora 

8. Shah Danish Ayoob- Achhabal 

9. Azad Ahmad - Shopian. 

10. Abdul Hamid mouchi - Arwani 

11. Zubair Ahmad - khaimoh 

12. Jehangir Ganie- Harpora. 

13. Haseeb Ahmad Ganai- Batpora, Khanbal 

 

14. Khursheed Ahmad-Harwat, Kulgam 

15. Adil Bashir-Dooru, Anantnag 

 

Number of Major incidents/ injuries: 

50 civilians in Tral alone 

20 injured in Baramulla. 

Overall more than 300 injured across valley  

 

July 10th: 



Death toll increase to 24 and 300 injured. 

1: Gulzar Pandith - Shopian 

2: Muzaffar Hussain -keegam Shopian 

3: Irfan Malik -Pulwama 

4: Imtiyaz Mandoo-Anantnag 

5: Altaf Rather-Rajpora 

6: Sajad Thokar-Anantnag 

7: Haseeb Ahmad-Khanbal 

8: Yasmeena –DH Pora 

9: Shabir Ahmad Bhat- Tengpora Batmaloo 

Number of injuries: 300 (approx) 

hospital staff claims 25 ambulances attacked by forces resulting in the loss of golden hour 

of the life of seriously injured 

Government suspends Amarnath yatra and mobile internet services 

 

July 11th: 

Death toll increases to 33. 

1. Feroz Mir -Kulgam 

2. Shahid Hussain-Kulgam 

3. Zubair Khanday-Kulgam 

4. Nazir Ahmad Sheikh -Kulgam 

5 .Mushtaq Ahmad- Kulgam. 

6. Gulzar Ahmad- Shopian 

7. Abdul Rashid Kumhar- Pulwama 

8. Bilal Ahmad Shah- Anantnag. 



9. Shahid Hussain Bhat- Kulgam 

 

Injuries more than 200 (approx.) over 1300 injured in clashes over the days 

over 86 patients with pellet eye injuries admitted in hospitals 

90 emergency surgeries occur in two days 

Stop using excessive force, Amnesty international asks JK authorities. 

 

July 12th. 

Death toll touches: 37 

1. Ishfaq Ahmad - Sopore 

2. Amir Nazir latoo-Bijbehara (student of Delhi University, had come on holiday) 

3. Nisar Ahmad Mir- Bijbehara  

4. Zahoor Ahmad Sheikh- Warsun Kralpora 

Injuries: over 100 people injured by pellets. 

UN chief calls for restraint in Kashmir 

 

July 13: death toll reaches 42 

1. Hilal Ahmad Dar –Takia-Behram Anantnag. (Hit by bullet in the head) 

2. Javed Ahmad Lone -Hawoora Kulgam (multiple bullet injuries) 

3. Zahoor Ahmad Matoo-Kisrigam Kakpora Pulwama. (was hit by tear shell in his back 

and had drowned, his body was fished out after 4 days) 

4. Mushtaq Ahmad Dar, Hadpora Vesu, Qazigund. 

5. Shahid Ahmad Magray of Larnoo, Kokernag 

 

July 14th: death toll 43 

Total death increases to 38 as one more succumbed to injuries  

1. Ifran Ahmad Dar(15, student of class 10th)- Tool-Nowpora Kulgam 

 

Toll of injured reaches 1640 (approx.) 



UN chief offers mediation to India and Pakistan  

 

July 15th: 

death toll rises to 47. 

1.Mushtaq Ahmad Ganaie-Kupwara  

2. Sayar Ahmad Kumar: Shopian 

3. Hilah Ahmad -Tengpora. 

4. Showket Ahmad- Hutmulla, Kupwara 

 

 

July 16th: 48 

8
th

 day of intifada, 44 get killed to the day 

Cell phone service suspended, media gagged, US shows concern over Kashmir killings. 

OIC condemns killings 

1. Showkat Malik-Hatmulla Kupwara. 

 

July 17th:  

Journalists protest against clampdown of media. 

Around 2000 firing survivors treated in district hospitals alone. 

 

July 18th: death toll reaches 50 

Women among two killed in fresh violence. Indian Parliament discusses Kashmir 

situation. 

7 get injured critically. 

1. Showkat Ahmad Itto-Churhat Qazigung 



2. Saida Begum-Qazigund. 

Media crackdown continues. 

 

July 19th: death toll reaches 51 

Death toll mounts to 47 as Qazigund firing victim succumbs, curfew enters 12th day.447 

surgeries conducted in SMHS, B&J hospitals alone in 10 days of continued intifada and 

state terror. 

1. Neelofar Fayaz -Churut Qazigund. 

 

July 20th: death toll reaches 52 

One dead, 3 injured in Lassipora toll rises to 52. 

1. Ghulam Mohammad Mir-Khumriyal Kupwara (had received serious pellet injuries on 

his head on 16
th

 july) 

1523 civilians hit by pellets, 340 hit by bullets, 640 injured by tear gas shells. 318 receive 

critical eye injuries upto the above stated date. 

 

July 21st: 

Another youth (Danish-20, rainawari, Srinagar) gets hit by a full cartridge of pellets 

along with casing in both the eyes 

5 youth (Saif-ud-din, Javid Iqbal sheikh, Imran Ahmad, parvez Ahmad and Tariq Hussain 

Gulu all residents of Sangrambatta) in Kishtwar of Jammu region get booked by police 

for pro-freedom rallies. 

Kargil observes shut-down against Kashmir killings 

volunteers protest in SMHS after government asks them to wind up 

All parties seek ban on pellet guns. 

Widespread demonstrations continue and injuries keep piling.  

Media gag removed, newspapers resume their work again. 

July 22nd: death toll reaches 52 

Curfew continues on 14th day, 2 more die .Scores injured in firing and pellets in Tral. 



1. Mushtaq Ahmad Bhat (18)-Charsoo, Awantipora. (was shot with both pellets and 

bullets. Succumbed to his injuires while being taken to hospital) 

2. Istiyaq Ahmad –Hillad, Kokernag. (had sustained bullet injuries in his chest on 10
th

 

july) 

 

Another teen ager (Asif Ahmad Reshi-14, Samboora Pampore, student of 9
th

 standard) 

critically injured with bullet in the head when forces fired on protesters in kakpora.  

40 people get critically injured 

Friday prayers again disallowed at historic Jamia Masjid Srinagar 

 

July23th. 

1. Army vandalises petrol pump in Bandipora. 

2. Rajnath arrives on two day visit. 

3. Mobile phone connectivity, internet still blocked 

4. Curfew enters 15
th

 day. 

 

July 24th: death toll reaches 53 

Situation worsens as death toll rises to 52, life crippled for 16th day 

1. Sameer Ahmad-Khunmoh (was admitted in SKIMS on 10
th

 July was hit by bullet in 

the chest during protests in Pampore) 

Curfew and Clashes continue in whole valley 

 

 

July 25th: 

 Government foils Anantnag chalo, Arrest Geelani and Mirwaiz 

Yasin Malik continues to be imprisoned 

scores sustain pellet injuries in South Kashmir 

Banihal observes shutdown against killings 

CRPF will continue to use pellet guns in Kashmir .DG CRPF issues statement 



Additional 114 companies of CRPF arrive in valley. 

 

July 26th: death toll reaches 54 

1. Mushtaq Ahmad (61) of Rajouri kadal dies  

Twenty (20) people get severely hurt as cops rain pellets and tear gas in downtown 

Srinagar. 

Six people including a girl get seriously injured in pellets firing in Anantnag. 

Army backs CRPF on use of pellet guns. 

 

July 27th: 

People defy curfew and restrictions and clash with cops. 

Geelani,Mirwaiz get detained.  

Kulgam chalo March gets foiled. 

Fifty (50) people get injured in 2 days by pellet guns despite Rajnath's assurance of 

following restraint. 

 

July 28th: 

Over 40 people injured in fresh clashes as Kashmir keeps on boil 

50 hit by pellets in Pulwama, 5 in Hyderpora Srinagar. 

Geelani seeks OIC summit for Kashmir 

Police launches crackdown, scores including minors detained in night raids in various 

parts of city. 

Pulwama, Anantnag continue to reel under reign of terror. Forces vandalize mosques. 

Beat people, conduct nocturnal raids, molest women. 

Pakistan asks India to hold plebiscite in Kashmir. 

 

July 29th: 



Curfew continues on 21st day. People defy restrictions, jamia Masjid chalo March gets 

foiled. 

120 injured in the government clampdown as youths clash with forces. 

Over 36 injured in South Kashmir. 

19 severe pellet injuries in Srinagar in 24 hours 

prayers disallowed in Jamia Masjid for third consecutive friday 

211 surgeries conducted on pellet victims in 20 days claims SMHS. 

Supreme Court seeks report from GOI on ground realities in J&K. 

 

July 30
th

: death toll reaches 55 

Book seller and Hurriyat activist (Fayaz Ahmad Rather-45, Saidpora, Rafiabad)is shot by 

unknown people outside his residence. 

3 get critically injured in Shopian firing 4 get hurt in Kupwara. 

Prayers offered on roads, Geelani offers Asr prayer on road. 

Yasin Malik gets shifted to central Jail.  

Thousands march to Burhan’s native place, Noorpora Tral. 

People stone education minister’s cavalcade in Bandipora 

USA expresses concern over Kashmir situation- state department spokesperson Jhon 

kerby. 

 

July 31
st
: death toll reaches 56 

Sopore youth Ishfaq Khaliq (17) succumbs, death toll rises to 53. 

Over a dozen injured by pellets in Shopian and Kupwara. 

20 get injured in Srinagar 

Thousands march towards Kareemabad Tral 

firing in Imam Sahib shopian 

hospital authorities’ say27 youth facing lifelong disabilities due to injuries in head and 

spine 



NC leader Iftikhar Hussain Misgar from Anantnag quits party, pledges support for 

freedom struggle. 

 

August 1
st
: 

Women among Five sustain pellet injuries as forces open fire in Lolab Kupwara. 

scores get injured in the valley, 2 critically 

Asif Ahmad Dar of Khanpora Baramulla gets serious pellet injuries in both the eyes 

during a peaceful evening protest that was attacked by police without any provocation.  

Army (14
th

 unit RR stationed at Kharpora) thrashes people at Bandipora 

 

August 2
nd

: death toll reaches 57 

Security guard of ADC Ramban opens fire. Farooq Ahmad Kuchey of Lethpora dies. 

Two others get critically injured. Toll increases to 54. 

High Court asks state govt, GOI to file report on use of pellet guns. 

Pakistan Parliament passes resolution on Kashmir situation asking UNHRC to go on a 

fact finding mission to kashmir. 

Protests continue overall in valley, four (4) persons receive severe pellet injuries in 

Trehgam Kupwara. 

 

August 3th: death toll reaches 58 

Kashmir continues to seethe with anger. One more youth gets killed by deadly pellets. 

ATM security guard, Riyaz Ahmad (23) of Chattabal killed and found under mysterious 

conditions at mid-night with nearly 300 pellets in his abdomen.  

Over 135 get injured in clashes in Kulgam after forces black peaceful rallies, 8 critically 

injured get referred to Srinagar 

Kashmir University academics protest state terrorism on people and demand plebiscite 

UNO chief not reluctant to speak on Kashmir: spokesperson 

Over 470 arrests made in Kashmir- claims Police. 



 

August 4th: 

Over 80 people get injured in clashes in South Central and North Kashmir.  

Women lead protests in Kupwara. 

Doctors protest unabated use of force. Blaim the government of war crimes. 

Amnesty International asks JK government to stop using pellet guns. 

In month government frees 6000 cartridges of pellets on Kashmiri masses. 

Geelani writes to SAARC asks for 6 CBM’s 

HCBA appeals UN to ask Delhi to stop HR abuses in Kashmir 

Thousand offers afternoon prayers on roads at various places. 

Pro freedom protest in Rajouri, Poonch ,Doda ,Kishtawar. 

 

August 5th: death toll reaches 61 

Three killed in fresh violence on Friday as toll mounts to 61. 

Danish Rasool Mir of Batpora Sopore was killed in firing in Wagoora Baramulla, another 

person Sameer Ahmad of Khan Sahab Budgam shot dead by security forces, Mohd 

Maqbool Wagay of Central Kashmir Budgam also killed in firing. 

Over 400 (Budgam-90, Sopore+Baramulla-120, kupwara-50, Bandipora-12, Ganderbal-

25, Srinagar-24,Kulgam, Shopian, Anantnag, Tral-79) injured in day long clashes, police, 

CRPF fire inside Khanbal hospital, police takes away pellet injured from Chadoora 

hospital. 

SMHS declares Friday a disaster, receive 140 serious injuries in a single day 

Medical authorities state- 378 eyes hit by pellets in 28 days 

Friday prayers continue to be barred in Jamia Masjid Srinagar, Friday prayers disallowed 

at Hazratbal Shrine Srinagar also, after 1990’s 

Law and order situation improving in valley. GOI tells Supreme Court. 

 

August 6th: 



Over 70 injured in forces firing during clashes across valley.  

2 get critically injured in Kawdara Srinagar 

Protests rock Chenab Valley of Jammu region 

6000 people injured in month long clashes according of hospital records. 

23 cases of broken facial bones reported at dental hospital,77 cases of beating reports at 

SMHS hospital 

Has GOI declared war on Kashmir, asks Omar Abdullah, blaming Pakistan for killing 

Kashmiris is criminal. 

 

August 7th: death toll reaches 62 

Bullet riddled body of 23 years old Bilal Ahmad Malik of Dafferpora Pulwama recovered 

at around 4am from Chewa-kalan, Pulwama. 

92 injured in forces action in Langate and Handwara. 5 of them receive severe pellet 

injuries. 

Ongoing revolution enters second month during which over 1300 arrested and 1030 FIRs 

lodged  

8 year old Basit among 80 arrested in Pulwama. 

 

 

August 8th: death toll reaches 63 

Another youth attains martyrdom. Namely Aamir Bashir Lone (17), Sedow Shopian 

succumbs to injuries in SKIMS after being hit by pellets in the head on 5
th

 August at 

Narwa, Nagbal. 

Scores hit during ongoing demonstration including 4 women (Renu akhtar, Gulshan Ara, 

Ishrat and Haseena) and 6 year old boy from CM Mehbooba Mufti’s constituency.  

 

August 9th: 

Pellets continue to rain on common masses, another 110 get injured. 

90 get injured in Qazigund and Pattan alone 

Rajouri area of Jammu observes shut-down in solidarity with Kashmir 



Police close Jama’at-e-Islami relief camp at Baramulla 

 

August 10th:  

over 20 people get further injured in the ongoing revolution in North kashmir, with a 

teargas shell hitting at youth (Shabir Ahmad Lone, 22) at Sogam, Kupwara injuring him 

critically.  

Major rallies, including boat rallies take place in South Kashmir.  

Doctors in Srinagar protest against the killing spree of the state with one eye blind-folded 

4 youth get detained under PSA in Ganderbal 

people of Kehnusa Village Bandipora protest against army (27 unit E company situated at 

Sangri atop Watlab) atrocities, blame them of barging into houses  and beating inmates 

without even sparing women, children and elderly.  

60 people injured in relatively calm day in South Kashmir. 

8 members of family in Kupwara hit with pellets including 18 year old daughter (critical 

injuries in the eye) and 74 year old grand-mother.  

August 11: death toll reaches 64 

Women dies of heart attack in Bemina Srinagar as CRPF trains guns at her after pelting 

stones at the locality 

Government foils Eidgah March 

4 youth receive pellet injuries in Lawaypora, Srinagar 

evening clashes continue in Srinagar 

 

August 12:  

Kashmir continues to boil; another 250 youth get severely injured in fresh clashes. 

41 including 17 women get injured as army goes berserk on protesters in Arhama 

Ganderbal  

3 persons sustain bullet injuries in South Kashmir 

12 get injured in Doda as the Kashmir fire spreads to Chenab valley of Jammu region.   

Government snaps mobile and phone services across valley again.  

All Party Meet at Delhi proves to be a damp squib and cruel joke on Kashmiris.  

 

August 13: death toll reaches 65 

Suhail Ahmad Wani-Lethpora, Awantipora (injured during SDM Ramban’s firing) 

succumbs to his injuries and loses his battle of life.  

Toll of those severely injured touches 6500 

Unrelenting protests continue throughout the length and breadth of Kashmir.  

Massive restrictions to thwart referendum March, dozens get injured.  

Government snaps broadband services also, especially of the media houses.  

The number of severely injured persons over the last few days at SMHS touches 59, out 

of which two might lose one eye.  



Three (Firdous, Asif Zahid) pellet victims who were last month taken to AIIMS for 

specialized treatment of eyes return back disappointed.  

 

August 14: 

100 more injured in forces action 

Army opens fire on unarmed youth in soibugh Budgam, 3 critical (Muzaffar Ahmad 

Malik, 19, Asif Ahmad Ahmad, 19, 3
rd

 person’s identity not confirmed)  

scores hit by pellets across valley from north to south 

Hurriyat leader Asiya Andrabi including 7 injured in all women protest rally pellet firing 

gas shelling and tearin Tral 

India rejects Pakistans offer of sending supplies to Kashmir 

Pakistan dedicates its independence day to Kashmir 

 

 

August 15: death toll mounts to 67 

Two more innocent youth get martyred in target fires. 

1:-Muhammad Yasir Shiekh (16) student of class 10
th

. Son of a carpenter Abdul Salam 

Sheikh of Batamaloo Srinagar. (gets bullet in the chest in a target fire that too at a time 

when no protest was going on) 

2:- Ishfaq Ahmad Bhat (18). S/O:- Abdul Ahad Bhat, a daily wager.  R/O: - Badipora, 

Tangmarg. Had sustained pellet injuries in his brain and head on 12
th

 august. 

Another youth (Irfan Ahmad Sofi, S/o:- Bashir Ahmad Sofi) gets critically injured with 

his head being shot at by teargas shell in Jablipora village, of Bijbehara, South Kashmir.  

80 others get grievously injured as bullets and pellets continue to rain on unarmed 

civilians. 

The toll of eye injuries reaches 500 

FIR gets registered against Amnesty international at Bangluru India for doing an even 

which highlighted the oppression perpetrated by Indian security forces in Kashmir 

 

August 16: death toll mounts to 72 

5 more civilians get shot to death as the bloodbath in Kashmir continues, 4 alone shot 

dead in Aripanthan, Beerwa Budgam. 

1:- Muhammad Ashraf Wani (35), S/O:- Ghulam Muhammad Wani, R/O:- Hazarpora, 

Beerwa Budgam got hit by a bullet causing his on spot death, when he had come out to 

look for his young son. 

2:- Javaid Ahmad Sheikh (25), S/O:- Ghulam Rasool Sheikh, R/O:-Aripanthan, Beerwa 

Budgam. Also dies on-spot with bullet injury  

3:- Javaid Ahmad Najar (19), S/O:- Ghulam Rasool Najar, R/O:- Aripanthan, Beerwa, 

Budgam 

4:- Manzoor Ahmad Lone (25), S/O:- Muhammad Akbar Lone, R/O:- Aripanthan, 

Beerwa Budgam (died while being brought to hospital after being critically injured in 

indiscriminate firing of army) 

5:-Amir Yousuf Ganai (15), S/O:- Muhammad Yousuf Ganai, R/O:- Naidpora, Larkipora, 



Dooru Islamabad (dies when people were protesting against the recent excesses of army, 

in which they had barged into the houses, broken window panes and people and when 

people protested they resorted to indiscriminate firing killing the small boy on-spot) 

 

12 more youth and a woman sustain bullet injuries in Aripanthan massacre out of which 

the condition of 3 remains quite critical 

around 40 people get beaten to pulp in central district of Ganderbal (Khurhama and 

Baroosa areas especially). 

4 people sustain bullet injuries in south Kashmir as they protest the massacre at 

Aripanthan, Beerwa Budgam. 

Irfan Ahmad Sofi (9 year old, student of class 2nd), R/O:- Bijbehara gets critically 

injured and battles for life at surgical ICU in Srinagar after getting hit by a teargas shell 

in his head the force of which lifted him in the air and smashed him down while he was 

playing football in the playground with 3 of his other cousins.  

All women protest rally taken out at Ajas bandipora 

clashes and protests happen all over Kashmir 

 

August 17: 

Opposition parties of Kashmir headed by Omar Abdullah go to New Delhi to apprise the 

President of India about the ‘real ground situation’ 

Government seals entire valley to foil the people UN office march 

India refuses to talk Kashmir with India 

Kashmiri students allege harassment at Gurgaun Delhi 

State Forces damage houses and vehicles in Batamaloo and Maharajgunj areas of 

Srinagar 

 

August 18: death toll mounts to 73 

Army beats a college lecturer (Ph.D) to death in Shaarshali area of Khrew 

Dr. Shabir Ahmad Mangoo (30), S/O:- Wali Muhammad Mangoo, R/O:- Shaar shali 

Khrew (beaten to death by Armys 50 rashtriya rifles when they had taken around 4 

people at 6 am with them including the local sarpanch  Abdul Ahad but returned Shabir 

dead). He is survived by young wife, elderly father and 15 month old son:- Nouman who 

tried to wake his dead father up not knowing he was dead. 

Locals of Shar shali Khrew blamed army (50 RR) of excesses including loot of saffron 

worth 30 lakhs, mobile phones and other expensive from homes and beating people with 

iron rods, sticks, knives and gun buts from 10:30pm to 3 am. The locals called it 

doomsday for them 

Rangreth Srinagar residents allege excesses arson and beating by army 

Volunteers at SMHS hospital Srinagar boo away the fact finding team from Delhi which 

included congress leader Mani Shankar Aiyer and journalist Prem Shankar Jha 

UNHCHR seeks access to Kashmir valley, India denies 

Ambulance driver (Ghulam Muhammad Sofi) shot with pellets and injured critcally in 

Safa kadal area of Srinagar by CRPF while bringing patients from Ganderbal to Srinagar.  



 

August 19: 

UN chief deplores loss of lives in Kashmir 

Government disallows flow of essential commodities to Valley especially Srinagar 

including milk, vegetables, petroleum etc. 

clashes and protests continue to rock valley. 120 more youth get injured in government 

action. 4 youth sustain critical injuries 

police enforce stringent curfew all over valley to stop people from reaching Aripanthan to 

express their solidarity with the people of the place  

no Friday prayers again at Jamia Masjid Srinagar for 6
th

 consecutive Friday 

Baderwah town on Jammu province shuts down in support of Kashmiri people 

Kashmiri rap artist MC Kash harassed by police and stopped from performing his rap art 

highlighting the crisis of Kashmir at an event at Bangalore.  

 

August 20: 

opposition leaders of Kashmir meet the President of India and ask for political solution to 

the Kashmir crisis 

OIC denies the HR violations in Kashmir as internal matter 

High court of J&K official (Muhammad Ramzan Wani, 48)beaten by CRPF and the 

doctor (Dr. Arshad, medical officer of High court)who went to see him meets the same 

fate 

protests continue in Kashmir 

80 people shot and injured severely with pellets all over valley including an 85 year old 

lady and an 8 year old child 

elderly couple fired at in Tral, Pulwama. Abdul Qayoom Bhat (85) and his wife Nazeera 

(80) of Buchoo kAmla Village of Tral, Pulwama got seriously injured when they tried to 

stop forces from arresting their son (Mufi, Mujahid Shabir Falahi an activist of Jamat-e-

Islami ) and were fired upon in return.  

Forces damage ambulances, beat drivers, impose harshest curfew restrictions across 

valley.  

Junaid Mehraj (8), R/O:- Qalamdanpora, Nawab bazaar sustained serious pellet injuries 

in his chest (lungs perforated by pellets) when he was playing outside his home. 

Bike and car rally, takes place all over south Kashmir 

Ambulances broken, drivers beaten, employees beaten all over valley especially Srinagar 

by security forces 

 

August 21: death toll mounts to 74 

Another youth gets killed in Srinagar  

Irfan Fayaz Wani (19), R/O:- Malik Angan Fateh Kadal, an orphan and soul bread winner 

of the family (consisting 2 un-married sisters and one handicapped brother) get killed 

when forces shot a teargas shell straight into his chest which ruptured his heart resulting 

in his death 

clashes continue to rock valley over 100 injured in day long protests 



pellets and tear gas shells rain peaceful protesters in Behrampora, 2 youth get hit by 

pellets in eyes in Islambad 

forces beat and harass journalists including a female scribe Shazia Yousuf working with 

daily Rising Kashmir. 

 

August 22:  

pellets continue to rain on pro-freedom rallies across Kashmir, over 80 get injured in the 

action 

BSF again patrols Srinagar after 12 years 

forces foil pro-freedom march in South Kashmir 

renowned retina surgeon Dr. Natrajan returns to valley. Gets shocked and disappointed to 

see the number of eye casualties due to pellets doubled.  

Supreme Court of India maintains that Kashmir can be solved politically 

 

August 23: 

Pro-freedom rallies, Protests and clashes continue throughout valley 

Around 50 more people get injured on the day 

women namely Haseena (Watpora area)gets hit by tear gas shell in her abdomen in 

Sopore and 7 year old Boy namely Saliq Hussain Bhat (Chakoora Village) gets hit in the 

chin  by teargas shell in Shopian. 

Pro-freedom cycle rally held in Arath, Wadwan and Dharmuna areas of Budgam Dsitrict 

Driver of Sub-divisional Police officer (SDPO) Rafiabad, Baramulla namely Waseem 

Ahmad resigns from job publicly as a protest against inhuman brutalities of security 

forces against innocent common masses. 

 

August 24: death toll mounts to 75 

Another Teenager (Aamir Gul Mir (18), S/O:- Ghulam Mohammad Mir)gets killed in his 

village Pirchoo in Ratnipora Pulwama during indiscriminate firing by forces in the wake 

of 2 day visit by Indian Home Minister Rajnath Singh and over 50 get injured. Aamir was 

earlier injured in forces firing on 14
th

 Feb 2016 when two innocent teenagers namely 

Shaista and Danish got martyred and he had got his spleen damaged which had to be 

removed ultimately.  

Another youth namely Muhammad Ashraf gets critically injured when he is fired a bullet 

in his chest during a peaceful protest in main town Pulwama. 40 more people sustain 

injuries during the inhuman action of forces. 

More than 150 people get injured throughout valley during the day in reaction to their 

protest against Indian Home Ministers visit and demand for independence. 

65 year old man namely Muhammad Sultan Gani, gets beaten to pulp by Indian security 

forces along with others in Safa Kadal area of Srinagar.  

Kishtwar area of Chenab valley shuts against brutalities on Kashmiri people.  

Kashmir inc. refuse to meet Indian Home Minister saying Killings and talks can’t go side 

by side 

 



August 25: 

Pro-freedom rallies and marches continue throughout valley despite rains.  

forces barge into residential houses in Pulwama and wreck havoc, people beaten up and 

households destroyed.  

Asif Ahmad Sheikh gets hit by teargas shell in Qazipora Bandipora during a peaceful 

pro-freedom rally and around 30 more people get injured during the day in the valley. 

Mirwaiz Umar Farooq gets arrested ahead of “Eidgah chalo” march. 

 

August 26: death toll mounts to 77 

Teenager Shakeel Ahmad Ganai (19), S/O;- Ghulam Muhammad Ganai of Haal, at B.A 

student of Chandipora Village of Rajpora Pulwama gets killed by forces by firing bullets 

in his chest during a pro-freedom rally in Haal, Pulwama. Three more get shot by bullets 

and 17 by teargas shells during the action 

Another youth namely Shahnawaz Ahmad Khatana (24), S/O: - Iqbal Ahmad Khatana of 

Gujjar Basti Dadoo Marhama drowns in Jhelum river at Sangam Anantnag after being 

chased by security forces 

 

6 year old Hazif Manzoor, S/O:- Manzoor Ahmad Baig of Baigpora Langate, Kupwara 

gets severely injured when  pellets were shot in his forehead when he was playing in his 

compound.  

around 20 people get injured by pellets in Sopore (Noorpora, Zainpora and Warpora areas) 

and 6 out of them get critically injured 

200 more people get injured during forces action of peaceful and non-violent rallies. 

People barred from offering Mandatory Friday prayers at Historic Jamia Mosque of 

Srinagar for 7
th

 consecutive Friday 

government foils Eidgah chalo by imposing strict curfew 

police issues warning to people to stay away from processions or face action 

 

August 27: 

Human Right watch laments the excessive use of force by India in Kashmir 

Fuel supply to Kashmir gets stopped again 

BB Cant March foiled by government by imposing strict curfew 

Syed Ali Shah Geelani and Mirwaiz Umar Farooq get detained 

Around 50 people get injured during day long processions 

 

August 28: 

Kashmir continues to be under curfew for the 51
st
 consecutive day 

clashes continue through Kashmir 

60 more get injured in pellet firing 

huge pro-freedom rallies taken out in South Kashmir despite heavy rains 

An Advocate namely Babar-ul-Islam from Doda area of Chenab Valley gets arrested by 

police and booked under PSA for talking about Kashmir crisis and raising his voice 



against Kashmir’s innocent killings 

 

August 29: 

Security forces continue to unleash terror. 90 more injured in forces action 

police continue their nocturnal raids to arrest youth and book them under PSA and 

terrorize people to cow down  

A young girl namely Asmat Parvez gets hit by teargas shell in her head in Kangan area of 

Ganderbal 

Elderly man namely Muhammad Shafi Bhat (60) was among 30 others beaten to pulp by 

security forces when he had come out for natures call. 

Huge pro-freedom rallies held across Kashmir 

Almost entire Chenab Valley shuts against recent arrest spree and Kashmir Killings 

 

August 30: 

Around 100 more people get injured during forces action on peaceful protestors including 

minors and women 

Police rain pellets on unarmed civilians at Waniyar, Edigah Locality of Srinagar in which 

2 minors namely Aamir and Taasi both aged 7 and 30 others get injured. 

Many people get injured in Anantnag during forces action on a pro-freedom rally 

including an elderly lady namely Sara Begum (60) who got pellet injury on her head and 

chest. 

Another elderly person namely Ghulam Hassan Bhat (62) was detained by police in 

Kulgam 

4 more youth from ganderbal get booked under PSA and get shifted to Udhampur and 

Kot Balwal jails in Jammu province; namely :- Tariq Ahmad Sofi (34)of Saloora 

Ganderbal, Nasir Ahmad Wani (28) of Kachhan Ganderbal, Feroz Ahmad Ganai (20) of 

Baroosa Lar and Tariq Ahmad Malik (22) of Kangan Town. 

Elderly Jamat-e-Islami leader from Sopore Mohammad Yousuf Sheikh gets arrested by 

police booked under PSA and shifted to Kupwara Jail 

Police start imposing evening curfews as a reaction to protest calendars  

Government of India rushes 25 more companies of CRPF to Kashmir to further suppress 

and terrorize the common masses  

 

August 31: death toll mounts to 78 

A Teenager namely Mehraj-ud-din Lone Alias Danish (18), S/o:- Manzoor Ahmad of 

Nadihal Rafiabad Baramulla gets killed in Baramulla and 6 others critically injured when 

forces start firing bullets on protesting youth in Rohama and Ladoora areas of Baramullla. 

The injured include Idrees Ahmad, Mohammad Ishfaq of Ladoora, Firdous Ahmad Ganai, 

Muhammad Ashraf Lone, Bilal Ahmad Dar and Riyaz Ahmad Bhat, all having bullet 

injuries.  

over 300 get injured in fresh government action, 200 get injured in South Kashmir alone 

Massive Protests against Indian atrocities and innocent killings held throughout Kashmir, 

especially Srinagar 



Minor girl namely Nazia Rashid gets injured in Bandipora by a teargas shell and another 

teenager namely Danish Ahmad Dar gets critical pellet injury in the eye  

several fruit growers injured in Sopore when security forces barged in the fruit Mandi 

sopore and stopped the daily trade. 

Protestors attack PDP’s MP Nazir Ahmad Laway’s house in Kulgam 

 

September 1:  death toll mounts to 79 

A 12 year old kid namely Danish Sultan Haroo a student of 6
th

 class of Palpora, 

Noorbagh Srinagar along with three other boys chased by security forces and forced to 

jump into Jhelum river drowns. MLA of the area (Mubarak Gul) also blames forces for 

the tragedy. Police and CRPF shower volley of pellets on people who try to save the boy 

from drowning. 

over 100 more people get injured in daylong protests and pro-freedom demonstration 

across valley 

Pakistan Prime Minister Mian Nawaz Sharif again writes to UN chief about the crisis HR 

Violations in Kashmir  

JK Government orders blockage 5 news channels which tried to showcase some reality of 

Indian oppression in Kashmir and the miseries of people namely KBC, Gulistan TV, 

Munsif TV, JK Channel and Insaf TV. 

Kashmir continues to face fuel and petroleum shortage 

 

September 2: 

300 more get injured as Pellets, shells and bullets continue to rain on pro-freedom rallies 

across length and breadth of valley 

people of Rawalpora Srinagar lament security atrocities as the forces barge into houses 

create ruckus and manhandle inmates 

Youth namely Adil Ahmad of Kannipora, Shopian gets critically injured after being hit 

by a teargas shell in his head 

Minor namely Mohammad Yasin Kumar (12) od Ajar village hit by pellets in eyes in 

Bandipora.  

Congregational Friday prayers disallowed in Historic Jamia Masjid for the 8
th

 

consecutive Friday  

nocturnal raids and arrest spree of the government continues. Over 2000 youth arrested in 

the police crackdown on common people.  

 

September 3: death toll mounts to 80 

Another youth namely Basit Ahmad Ahanger S/O:- Ghulam Muhammad ahanger of 

Vessu, Qazigund gets killed by pellet injuries on his head and lower limbs  

Around 200 more get injured during forces action on peaceful rallies across valley 

including an elderly man Abdul  Ahad Dar (65) of Kulgam who got grave injuries in his 

neck and head and remained in critical condition 

All Party Delegation (APD) of Indian Parliament members from India visits Kashmir, 

call for ban on pellet guns and withdrawal of AFSPA from civilian areas 



Kashmir Bar Association declines to meet APD 

police beat up photo journalists while performing their professional duties to stop them 

from projecting the truth of brutalities perpetrated in Kashmir in Batamaloo Srinagar. The 

severely injured include Mubashir Khan (Greater Kashmir), Aman Farooq (Greater 

Kashmir), Faisal Khan (Kashmir Reader), Shah Jehangir (CNS), Omar Asif (KNS) and 

Bilal Bahadur (Kashmir Life).  

 

 

September 4: 

Syed Ali Shah, Geelani, Mirwaiz Umar Farooq, Yasin Malik and other pro-freedom 

leaders decline to meet APD 

curfew continues in place for the 58
th

 consecutive day 

600 more people get injured in police action on peaceful rallies and demonstrations 

across valley 

17 year old minor Musaib Majeed Nagoo of Sonwari, Wadoor Sopore sustains grave 

injuries on his head put on ventilator 

The house of  PDP MLA from Tral (Mushtaq Ahmad Shah) gets attacked 

 

 

September 5: death toll mounts to 81 

Sopore Minor Musaib Majeed succumbs to his injuries and attains martyrdom 

300 more people including women and children get injured in forces action on peaceful 

rallies and demonstrations in the valley 

APD visit concludes and proves to be a failure 

 

September 6: death toll mounts to 82 

Another college graduate youth namely Naseer Ahmad Bhat (20), S/O: - Ghulam Hassan 

Bhat of Seer Hamdan area of Anantnag gets killed by forces with pellets piercing his 

heart and chest while protesting peacefully against nocturnal raids by the security forces 

in their area 

 Another women namely Jameela (35), w/o:- Ghulam Mohidin Sheikh gets critically 

injured and battles for her life in the same incident after receiving pellets in her head and 

being beaten by gun buts in her head by forces after receiving pellet injuries. 

Hundreds more get injured during their peaceful rallies across Kashmir 

Government justifies use of pellet guns as modern methods of crowd control in High 

Court  

police crackdown on youth continues with 73 more booked under PSA and 400 more 

arrested  

 

 

September 7: death toll mounts to 83 

An elderly Man namely Abdul Gani Mir (65) of Chawalgam, Kulgam dies of cardiac 

arrest in Kulgam during excessive teargas shelling in residential areas by security forces 



350 more get injured as pellets continue to rain on common people 

JNV school gets gutted in fire after forces fire teargas shell inside it 

massive demonstrations happen in Srinagar against nocturnal raids of police 

 

September 8: 

Forces continue to deal with iron fist on pro-freedom rallies causing severe injuries to 

more 250 people 

Tral locals demonstrate against forces atrocities in the residential areas 

1 year old girl child namely Zuha, D/O:- Ajaz Ahmad Zargar faints after forces fire chilli 

grenades in Chhota Bazar area of Srinagar 

Member parliament and one of the members of All Party delegation to Kashmir calls 

Kashmir predicament disturbing 

Police disallow media to enter Syed Ali Shah Geelani’s residence to attend and record the 

press conference that he had called for 

 

 

September 9: death toll mounts to 84 

People continue to get injured at the hands of security forces. Hundreds more get injured 

Two youth namely Mudasir and Adil get critically injured by pellet firing of forces in 

Shopian 

Another youth namely Javid Ahmad gets critically injured after receiving a bullet in his 

abdomen damaging his intestines  in 90 feet  Soura, Srinagar 

Abdul Qayoom (47) a driver with consumer affairs department succumbs to his injuries 

at a hospital in Srinagar after being ruthlessly beaten by security forces 

Shakeela (35) a divorcee and single mother from Fatehgarh Heevan area of Baramulla 

gets  hit by pellets in her both eyes, tongue, face and shoulders when she moves out to 

look for her 5 year old son Faheem. 

in the spree of arresting and booking youngsters, the police part from 23 others books a 

student (Waseem Ahmad Gujree, 15) of 10
th

 standard under PSA in Handwara Kupwara 

 

September 10: death toll mounts to 86 

2 more youngsters get killed by security forces in different incidents 

Sayyar Ahmad Sheikh (25), S/O:- Shameem Ahmad Sheikh of Ganawpora, Shopian got 

killed in Tukroo village of Shopian when a teargas shell hit him straight in the head after 

forces attacked a peaceful freedom rally of which he was a part 

Yawar Ahmad (18), S/O:- Mushtaq Ahmad Dar of Botengoo, Anantnag without any 

provocation or protest in the area was caught by the security forces and pumped with 

pellets in his abdomen and chest from a very close range leaving him dead on spot. 

People cried the incident as cold blooded murder 

pellets fired on their funeral procession injuring many more 

300 more injured as forces continue to foil pro-freedom rallies 

 



 

September 11: death toll mounts to 87 

Injured youth Javid Ahmad Dar (20), S/O:- Ghulam Ahmad  from Wadwan village of 

Budgam succumbs to his injuries after he was shot by forces with bullets on 5
th

 August. 

His right leg was earlier amputated and then he suffered a renal failure 

350 more get injured in forces action against unarmed protesting people 

Imams pray for Kashmir at Arafat during Hajj 

 

September 12: 

50 more people injured as curfew continues to restrict people in Kashmir 

3 member team of journalists from New Delhi to assess Kashmir situation declare that 

Kashmiris demand freedom from India. Claim that misconceptions being created about 

the struggle of Kashmiris in New Delhi. Admit that the ongoing movement in Kashmir is 

popular and indigenous rather than being sponsored by Pakistan as claimed by 

Government of India wrongfully.  

Mobile and internet services snapped across valley yet again just a day before eid 

creating more problems for common masses 

 

September 13:* death toll mounts to 89 

Two more youth get killed in forces action on Eid day too one in Bandipora and another 

in Shopian 

Mustafa Ahmad Mir of bandipora gets hit by teargas shell resulting in his on spot death 

Shahid Ahmad of Nagbal Shopian gets killed after forces fire pellets on him 

Humhama Youth namely Muhammad Asif (24) a B.A 3
rd

 year student from Humhama 

gets perforated in both eyes by pellets by security forces soon after he came out after 

offering his Eid prayers 

Another Youth Shabir Ahmad Sofi (18) from Tarzoo Sopore a mechanic by profession 

meets the same fate and gets blinded by security forces after moving out after having his 

lunch 

Another youth namely Muhammad Ashraf Ganai of Kosa Khalsa Narbal Srinagar an 

embroidery worker was out to distribute the sacrificial meet when he was fired pellets by 

security forces damaging both his eyes. While being taken to hospital he was dragged out 

of the ambulance by security forces and beaten up again at Gagarpora Srinagar 

No Eid festivity in Kashmir. 

people not let offer eid prayers in Edigah, Jamia Mosque, Hazratbal and elsewhere 

Heavy restrictions put in place by government, movement of people restricted on eid day 

by security forces 

UN Chalo march foiled by government 

massive protests continue on eid day also, hundreds  get injured throughout  valley 

 

 

September 14: death toll mounts to 90 

Another youth Manzoor Ahmad Lone (24), S/O;- Ghulam Rasool Lone beaten to death 



by Army at his native place Hardshiva Sopore 

Another youth Khalid Maroof (20) of Budgam was out distributing sacrificial meet of Eid 

sacrifice when he was fired with pellets by security forces causing grave injuries all over 

his body and perforating both his eyes 

hundreds get injured in forces action against protestors 

 

 

September 15: death toll mounts to 91 

Another youth namely Rasik Ahmad Bhat (23), S/O:- Muhammad Yousuf of Nowpora 

Devsar Kulgam dies after he was hit by a bullet on 5
th

 spetember at Zangalpora Kulgam 

and battled for life at a hospital in Srinagar 

forces kill 3 youth in 2 days of Eid-ul-Adha 

Rameez Ahmad Ganai (30), S/O:- Nazir Ahmad Ganai of Bachroo Kulgam gets critically 

injured after forces stab him 

 PDP senior member and member of Indian Parliament from Srinagar resigns from party 

and parliament as a protest against gross atrocities against common people. Blames his 

party for treating its own people worse than Nazi forces, blames them for complete sell 

out and surrender infront of RSS controlled alliance 

UNHRC chief calls for an urgent international probe into massive atrocities in Kashmir 

 

September 16: death toll mounts to 92 

Pulwama’s minor boy namely Basit Mukhtar (14), S/O:- Mukhtar Ahmad of Dolira 

Pulwama succumbs to his injuries after being hit by a teargas shell on his head rendering 

him brain dead on 5
th

 September. 

Hundreds more get injured in forces response to peaceful pro-freedom rallies and 

demonstrations including children and women 

Friday prayers agains disallowed at Historic jamia Masjid for 10
th

 consecutive Friday 

Banihal shuts against Kashmir killings 

police continue to arrest and book youngsters. 62 more arrested 

hospital records reveal around 820 persons hit by pellets in eyes since July the 8
th

 till date. 

 

September 17: death toll mounts to 93 

Another minor namely Nasir Sahfi (11), S/O:- Muhammad Sahfi  a student of class 6
th

 of 

New Theed Harwan, Srinagar gets killed in Srinagar after security forces fire hundreds of 

pellets on him and then beat him to pulp resulting in his death 

Mentally retarded man namely Showket Ahmad Misger of Safa Kadal Srinagar showered 

volley of pellets in Downtown Srinagar causing series damage to his brain, lungs and 

eyes apart from other parts and stopping people to lift him and take him to hospital 

further deteriorating his condition 

journalists protest internet gag, calling it as indirect media gag 

police foil Kulgam Chalo march, hundreds injured in police action 

58 more youth get arrested in 24 hours as latest. 



 

 

September 18:  

forces continue to foil pro-freedom rallies resulting in severe injuries to around 70 people 

dozens get arrested and booked in Srinagar, 13 more get booked under PSA in Tral and 

Awantipora 

56 more get arrested all over valley  

forces barge into houses in many villages in Shopian causing damage to property and 

manhandling people. 

 

 

September 19: death toll mounts to 94 

Minor girl namely Khushboo Jan (13), D/O:- Muhammad Hussain Bhat a student of class 

7
th

 from Gadafpora Village of Shopian dies of cardiac arrest in Shopian during forces 

shelling in Shopian 

more than hundred more people get injured  

45 more stone pelters get arrested 

postpaid mobile phones get restored 

JKLF chief Yasin Malik despite ill health gets shifted to Joint Interrogation Centre 

Humhama 

 

September 20: 

Pro-freedom rallies and demonstrations by people to press for their demand of freedom 

from occupation  

Bandipora boy namely Aqib Ahmad Bhat gets hit by bullet in Bandipora by security 

forces while putting down the shutters of his shop 

Nearly hundred more get injured including women and children at various places in the 

valley 

64 more youth get arrested by police across valley 

OIC urges India to immediately end atrocities on people of Kashmir and work towards a 

peaceful resolution of the issue. 

Italy comes out against Indian atrocities on Kashmiri people. Term use of pellet guns 

against peaceful protestors as unbearable 

 

September 21: 

Pakistan Prime Minister Mian Nawaz Sharif highlights Kashmir crisis at UNGA. 

Expresses their full support to the movement for freedom of the people of Jammu and 

Kashmir.  Maintains that peace can’t prevail without Kashmir issue resolution. Calls 

Burhan Wani a symbol of Kashmir’s freedom movement. Demands impartial probe into 

HR Violations in Kashmir at the hands of Indian security forces. Seeks security council 

resolutions to resolve the conflict. 

China Backs Pakistan’s stand on Kashmir 

40 more people get injured in forces action across valley 



High court of J&K refuses to ban use of pellet guns on protestors. Also declines to allow 

prosecution of officers who decide to use pellet guns for crowd control 

Chenab Valley shuts against Kashmir killings. Call for peaceful settlement of the dispute.  

Police arrest 43 more youth in 24 hours during their raids on different localities in the 

night. 

 

September 22: 

UN chief asks Pakistan and India to resolve Kashmir peacefully.  

Pakistan PM hands over dossier to Ban Ki Moon on HR Violations by Indian Forces in 

Kashmir 

Around 50 more people get injured in day long protest rallies across Kashmir 

strict curfew gets imposed by government in Anatnag to foil freedom Macrh called by 

pro-freedom leadership 

nocturnal raids by security forces continue unabated, 57 more persons get arrested in 24 

hours 

 

 

September 23: death toll mounts to 95 

Forces kill another youth namely Waseem Ahmad Lone (22), S/O:- Nazir Ahmad Lone in 

Nadihal, Baramulla by firing a bullet in his back which pierces through his heart while he 

is busy harvesting his crops in his field. People call the firing as completely unprovoked 

and call the killing as cold blooded murder 

over 100 more people get injured by the forces including 15 people who suffered severe 

pellet and teargas shell injuries in Sopore after Friday prayers 

strict curfew put in place in Srinagar 

Friday congregational prayers disallowed in historic Jamia Masjid for 11
th

 consecutive 

Friday  

 

September 24: 

Shutdown against Indian occupation continues for the 78
th

 consecutive day 

pro-freedom rallies continue across valley 

police use firearms to foil a pro-freedom rally in Shangus 

6 people get hit by pellets in Anatnag 

doctors in the valley state that nearly 300 pellet victims might never be able to see again 

 

September 25: 

People open shops after 2pm in the wake of deal call given by pro-freedom leadership 

after nearly 3 months. 

protests and freedom rallies continue across valley upto 2pm 

Pulwama and Shopian continue their shutdown 

39 more youth get arrested by police in 24 hours during nocturnal raids across Valley  

More than 6000 youth get arrested by government forces to dilute the ongoing pro-

freedom movement. 3500 youth arrested in South Kashmir,1500 get arrested in North 



Kashmir, 1000 youth in central Kashmir, 2200 FIR’s registered and nearly 5500 people 

involved in the FIR’s 

 

September 26:  

forces continue to foil pro-freedom rallies across Kashmir 

Elderly Hurriyat activist namely Ali Muhammad Dar arrested in Hajin from Mosque 

where he had gone to pray 

Evening demonstrations happen throughout Srinagar 

55 more youth get held by police in 24 hours 

Doda and Bhaderwah observe shutdown against arrest spree of people speaking against 

civilian killings of Kashmir in Kishtwar 

 

September 27: 

Protests and demonstrations against Indian occupation continue on 81
st
 consecutive 

across Kashmir 

30 more people get injured in forces action and one amongst them namely Javid  Ahmad 

Dar critically in Sambora, Pampore 

Kishtwar continues to reel under curfew for 3
rd

 consecutive day 

massive pro-freedom womens’ rally taken out in Nikas-Adbal, Pulwama, Tral, Dadsara, 

Bugam Kulgam areas.  

 

 

 

Approximate number of injured reaches 15000 and those with pellet injuries in the eyes 

reaches 850 

 

 

 

Stats by J&K Directorate of Health Services Kashmir (DHSK) as of September 7:- 

750 pellet injuries in eyes 

343 bullet injuries  

4500 pellet injuries other than eyes, shell, stone and assault injuries 

3910 civilians treated in Srinagar hospitals alone 

320 received in SKIMS with firearm injuries 

561 with firearm and other injuries treated at SKIMS Bemina 

183 civilians treated and Bones and Joints Hospital 

7680 civilians with firearm and other injuries received at different district and sub-district 

hospitals and health centers run by DHSK 

1100 civilians treated at DH Anatnag 

5700 surgeries performed on victims 



1160 civilians treated in DH Pulwama 

867 civilians treated in DH Shopian 

1017 civilians treated in DH Kulgam 

710 civilians treated in DH Budgam 

162 civilians treated in DH Ganderbal 

977 civilians treated in DH Baramulla 

712 civilians treated in DH Bandipora 

760 civilians treated in DH Kupwara  

  

 

The document is still incomplete and tentatively compiled 


